
SIERRA VISTA NEIGHBORHOOD ASSOCIATION 
Minutes from 1/11/16 

 
 Ann Newberry, Rebecca Parmesano, Ann Wasgatt, Mary & Tim Titus were 
present. 
 The Tituses mentioned they could include RCONA and SVNA information on 
their flyers. They will also share flyer distribution with us on an every other month basis. 
 Our e-mail address is - sierravistaneighborhoodassociation@gmail.com 
The password is “sierravna”  Apparently there is a program called Mighty Text available 
through gmail that allows for mass sendings. 
 The spring yard sale was discussed for April 9.  If we get 30 sign-ups to sell stuff 
within 2 weeks of the newsletter, the yard sale will be on. 
 Officer Timony arrived at that point. He said that robberies at the mall were 
usually either purse snatching or drug deals gone wrong. 
 Heroin is the drug of choice in Placer County and Roseville is the largest city in 
the county.  Roseville, Rocklin and North Sacramento are the usage centers of these 
drugs. People get hooked on prescription opiates and move on to heroin. The outlying 
areas are more into methadone. 
 Transients were also discussed. Some of us remembered when panhandlers 
were all over Roseville Square. The situation is much improved now. Officer Flood is 
nationally known among freight hoppers. He has zero tolerance and writes tickets for 
everything such as  sleeping on the sidewalk in front of Roundhouse Deli, sleeping in 
the parks, hanging out in Webber Park harassing people.  Because of the railroad, the 
Gathering Inn and the Salvation Army where homeless people can get a meal and a 
bed within a mile of the railroad tracks, Roseville gets more than its share of homeless 
people. 
 There is hope of a neighborhood newsletter in tow weeks or so. Ms. Parmesano 
will check to see if the Press Tribuneʼs Community Event column is free to remind 
people of upcoming meetings. 
 Our next meeting will be FEBRUARY 8, 2016 at 5:30 pm. 


